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A k-hypergraph G has vertex-set V(G) and edge-set E(G) consisting of k-subsets of V(G). If 
ue V(G), then those edges of G containing u define a (k -  1)-hypergraph G,.  We say G sub- 
sumes the (k l)-hypergraphs {G u i u ~ V(G)}. 
Given n graph~. (i.e., 2-hypergraphs) gl, g2 .... gn, is there a 3-hypergraph G such that the sub- 
sumed graphs G i =-gi, for i= 1, 2 . . . . .  n? 
Given only the degree sequences of n graphs gl, g2, . . . ,gn, is there a 3-hypergraph G whose 
subsumed graphs GI, G2 . . . . .  G,, have the same degree sequences? 
We consider 3-nypergraphs with and without repeated edges. We prove these problems NP- 
complete. We indicate their relation to some well-known problems. The corresponding problems 
for 2-hypergraph~ have simple polynomial solutions. 
1. Introduction 
Let k_>l be an integer. Let V be any set with IV I_>k. We denote by (~J) the set 
of  all k-subsets of  v. A k-hypergraph G consists of  a set V(G) of vertices and a 
v((;I ) multiset E(G) of edges, where each edge is a member of ~ h . This definition 
of  k-hypergraph allows repeated edges; if a k-hypergraph has no repeated edges, it 
is called simple. 
If G is a k-hypergraph and u ~ V(G), then we define a (k -  1)-hypergraph G, as 
follows. The vertex set V (G, )= V(G)-u,  and for each edge BeE(G) with u~B, 
we include B-u  as an edge of E(G,). We say that G subsumes the collection of 
hypergraphs {Gu l u 6 V(G)}. Note that a hypergraph G is simple if and only if all 
the subsumed hypergraphs are simple. 
Let V,, = { 1 . . . . .  n}. Given n (k -  1)-hypergraphs gl, g2 . . . . .  gn, when does there ex- 
ist a k-hypergraph G with vertex-set Vn such that the subsumed hypergraphs G, 
satisfy G.~-g., for u= 1, 2, . . . ,n?  In this case we will also say that G subsumes the 
gu" 
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We examine this problem and several related ones for k = 3. We prove a number 
of such problems NP-complete. We also indicate their relation to several other well- 
known problems. 
2. Consistent numberings 
If gl, g2 . . . . .  gn is a collection of (k -  1)-hypergraphs, then a numbering of gi is a 
bijection Yi: V(gi) - -~ Vn- i .  A numbering y of g=(gl, g2 .. . . .  gn) is a collection 
Y=(Yl, Y2 .. . . .  y,,) of numberings of gj . . . . .  g,,. The numbering y is consistent if, for 
every BeE(g i ) ,  jEy i (B)  if and only if there is B'eE(g j )  such that 
jU  yj (B ' )= iU yi(B). 
2.1. Lemma. Let g= (g l  . . . . .  gn) be as above. Then g has a consistent numbering y
if  and only i f  there exists a k-hypergraph G subsuming . 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
For example, the 2-hypergraphs gl, g2, g3, g4 shown below in Fig. 1 have a con- 
sistent numbering y as indicated. The 3-hypergraph G with E (G)= {123,134} is 
equivalent o y. 
From now on we take k=3.  The term hypergraph will always refer to a 
3-hypergraph and the term graph to a 2-hypergraph. It is convenient to write the 
pair {u, v} and the triple {u, u, w} as uv and uvw, respectively, since the edge-sets 
of graphs and hypergraphs consist of pairs and triples. 
We state the above problems as follows. 
2.2. Problem (Subsuming 3-Hypergraph). Given n graphs g~, g2 . . . . .  gn, is there a 
hypergraph G subsuming them? 
2.3. Problem (Consistent Numbering). Given n graphs g=(gb g2 . . . . .  gn), does g 
have a consistent numbering y? 
By Lemma 2.1 these problems are equivalent. We find it easier to prove 2.3 NP- 
complete, although 2.2 is more directly related to other well-known problems. 
2[ 4 o 2[ 2 o 
g l  = g2 = g3 = g4 = 
3 4 1 3 1 4 1 
Fig. I. 
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We refer the reader to Garey and Johnson [4] for the terminology and standard 
problems of the theory of NP-completeness. 
We prove 2.3 NP-complete by reducing from the NP-complete problem 
3-Dimensional Matching. A perfect matching in a hypergrapb is a set M c_ E(G) such 
that for each u • V(G), there is exactly one B • M such that u • B. Obviously G has 
a perfect matching only if IV(G) [=-0 (mod 3). 
3D-Matching. Given a (tripartite) hypergraph G, does G have a perfect matching? 
(A hypergraph is tripartite if V(G) can be partitioned into XU YU Z such that 
every edge BeE(G)  contains one vertex from each of X, Y, and Z. The 3D- 
Matching problem is usually stated for tripartite hypergraphs only, but is also NP- 
complete if this condition is omitted.) 
We first require the idea of a partial numbering. A partial numbering 
a = (al, c~2 ..... an) of g = (gl, g2 .....  gn) is a collection of bijections ai from a subset 
of V(g i) into V n - i. A partial numbering must also satisfy the rule: i f j  e a i ( V(g i )), 
then ieaj(V(gj)) ,  i.e., if c~ i assigns the number j to some vertex, then aj assigns i
to some vertex. 
If uvEE(gi) such that ai(u) and ai(v) are both defined, we say that edge uv is 
numbered by ai. If ~i(u) is defined and oti(v) is undefined, then uv is half- 
numbered. If neither u nor v is numbered, then edge uv is unnumbered. 
A partial numbering a is consistent if it satisfies the additional rule: if 
j k  • ai (E(gi )), then ik • aj (E(gj)) and ij • ak (E(gk )), i.e., if ai numbers an edge jk, 
then aj and ok number some edges ik and ij, respectively. 
If G is a k-hypergraph and Xc_ V(G), then the k-hypergraph induced by X is 
G[X]. Its vertex-set is X and its edge-set consists of all B • E(G) such that B • (~.). 
Notice that a consistent partial numbering a of g defines a hypergraph with vertex- 
set X= { j•  V n ]j=cti(u) for some ie V n and some u•  V(gi) }. If c~ is part of a con- 
sistent numbering y, then the hypergraph defined by a will be an induced subgraph 
of that defined by y. 
Some of the theorems following use a number of graph constructions. These are 
best described with the help of diagrams and algorithmic pseudocode. A few com- 
ments here will ensure that no ambiguities arise in the constructions. 
When a graph is represented by a diagram, as in Fig. 2 below, we will usually not 
give names to the vertices. 
This does not mean that the vertices are indistinguishable or 'unlabelled', only 
that the names are not important and have been omitted. 
Fig. 2. 
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2 3 
Fig. 3. 
At several places in the constructions, graphs gi will be created by adding vertices 
to a previous graph. All new vertices chosen will be distinct from any other vertices 
given or previously chosen, even though we may temporarily name it by an indeter- 
minate, say x. The indeterminate can take on any value which we assign to it. 
Finally, partial numberings /~i of gi will also be represented pictorially as in 
Fig. 3. 
Vertices ue V(gl)  and ve  V(g2)  may have the same number: cq(u)=c~2(v); 
nevertheless, u ~e v. 
2.4. Construction. Let G be a hypergraph with n vertices and .~: edges, where n -0  
(mod 3), and e>_n/3. Let V(G)= V,~={1,2 .. . . .  n}. Let GI, G2 . . . . .  G n be the n 
graphs subsumed by G. We define a collection of graphs g(G)  = (g~, g2 . . . . .  gin) and 
a consistent partial numbering a = (a~, ct2 . . . . .  am) of g, where m = e+ 2n/3 + 1. 
Method.  Let ei = IE(Gi)]. Define gl, g2 . . . . .  g,, by the following algorithm. 
Begin 
for i := 1 to n do begin 
gi: = isomorphic opy of Gi; 
for each edge uv ~ E(G i) do begin 
let u 'v '  E E(gi)  be the corresponding edge of gi; 
create a new vertex x; 
add x to V(gi); 
add edges xu' ,  xv '  to E(gi); 
define ai(u') :  = u; 
define ai(v ' ) :  = v 
end; 
{at this point gi has 3,~ i edges and n+c i -  1 vertices} 
end; 
End; 
This defines gl, g2 . . . . .  gn. Graphs gn+~ . . . . .  gm are defined as follows. E(gn+l) 
consists of n/3  vertex-disjoint riangles. Each E(gn+i) , i>_2, consists of one 
triangle. 
Notice that each gi, i<_n, contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to  Gi ,  
namely the subgraph induced by the numbered vertices. The l;artial numbering a
is obviously consistent, since G1, G2 . . . . .  G,, are subsumed by G. [2 
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2 
~"~4 5 gl 
3 
 n+,A A A 
Fig. 4. 
To i l lustrate the construct ion, some graphs G I, gl, gn +l,  and gn + 2 are i l lustrated 
in Fig. 4 for n =6.  
If we want, we could add some isolated vertices to each gi to make m-  1 ver- 
tices. Since we are interested in consistent numberings, and isolated vertices do not 
affect consistency, it is enough to consider only the edge-induced subgraphs, and 
to ignore isolated vertices. Henceforth we shall ignore isolated vertices. 
Construct ion 2.4 defines graphs g = (g~ . . . . .  gin) with a consistent part ial  number-  
ing a. We would like to complete c~ to a consistent numbering.  
2.5. Problem (Consistent Complet ion) .  Given a consistent part ial  numbering 
c~=(al,  a2 . . . . .  a,,,) of  g=(g l ,  g2 . . . . .  g in) ,  is there a consistent numbering 7 -  
(Yl, Y2 . . . . .  ~'m) of g such that whenever ai(u) is defined, y, (u) = ai (u)? 
2.6. Theorem. Let G be a hypergraph with n vertices and e edges, where n = 0 (rood 
3) and e>_ n/3. Let g(G), ~, and m = e + 2n/3 + 1 be as in Construction 2.4. Then 
has a consistent completion 7 i f  and only i f  G has a perfect matching. 
Proof .  Let G have a perfect matching Me_ E(G).  Per form the fol lowing algor ithm. 
Begin 
whenever ai(u) is defined, define yi(u): =ai(u)  
for each B e M do begin 
take i, j ,  k e B; 
choose an unnumbered triangle uvw of g,+ 1 ; 
define 7n+ l(u): = i; 7n+ 1 (D): =j ;  Yn+ l (w): = k; 
{in gi there is an edge numbered j k}  
let x be the unnumbered vertex in gi jo ined to vertices numbered j and k; 
define ?i (x): = n + 1; 
let y be the unnumbered vertex in gj jo ined to vertices numbered i and k; 
define ),j(y): =n+ 1; 
let z be the unnumbered vertex in gk jo ined to vertices numbered i and j ;  
define 7k(Z): = n + 1 
end; 
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{at this point, each of g l , . . . ,gn has a vertex numbered n+ 1, since 
M is a perfect matching, g~ +1 has every triangle numbered.} 
End; 
There remain gn + 2 . . . . .  gin, each consisting of  a single triangle, giving 3e-  n ver- 
tices. Each gi, i<_n, has 2(e i -  1) half-numbered edges and •i- 1 unnumbered ver- 
tices, giving ~27~1 (e i -1 )=3e-n  such vertices to be numbered. The following 
algorithm will number them. 
Begin 
l: =n+2 
for i :=  1 to n do 
while there is an unnumbered x~ V(gi) do begin 
{x has degree 2 in gi} 
let u and v be joined to x; 
{uv is a numbered edge of gi} 
j :  = yi(u); k: = yi(v); 
define yi(x): = l; 
{gj contains an edge uv numbered ik} 
let x be the vertex in gi joined to u and v; 
define yj(x):  = I; 
{gk contains an edge uv numbered i j} 
let x be the vertex in g~ joined to u and v; 
define ya. (x): - l; 
{g/ contains one triangle} 
let uvw be the triangle of  g~; 
define y/(u): = i; Y/(v): = j ;  y/(w): - k 
/ := /+ 1 
end 
End; 
The algorithm numbers a total of 3e-n  vertices of  gl . . . .  ,gn and 3e-n  vertices 
of  gn+2 . . . .  ,gin, SO all edges are now numbered, y is always kept consistent. Finally, 
any isolated vertices can be numbered arbitrarily, subject only to the constraint hat 
each ~'i be a bijection. 
Conversely, suppose that g = (g~, . . .  ,g in )  has a consistent completion y of the par- 
tial numbering a. We prove that G has a perfect matching M. In total, Y.~'= ~ e~ = 3e 
edges of  g~, . . . ,g ,  are numbered by a. Each g~ contains e i vertices of degree two 
numbered by Yi with a value greater than n, so there are 3e such vertices amongst 
g~, . . . ,g , .  For each vertex of  gi numbered k>n,  there is a vertex of  gx numbered 
iG n. So gn + l , " . ,  gm contain 3e vertices numbered at most n. But gn ÷ 1,.-., gm con- 
sist of  e triangles in total, giving 3e vertices. So all triangles of  gn~ l, "",gin are 
numbered 1 up to n. But gn+l consists of  n/3  triangles, which then defines a 
perfect matching of  G, by consistency. [] 
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Coro l la ry .  The Consistent Completion problem is NP-complete. 
Proof .  Clearly it is in NP. Construct ion 2.4 transforms a hypergraph G with n ver- 
tices and e edges into g(G) = (gl . . . .  , g,,,), where m = e + 2n/3 + 1, and gl . . . . .  g,,, have 
12e edges in total,  a polynomial  t ransformat ion.  Since 3D-Matching is NP- 
complete,  so is Consistent Complet ion.  [] 
2.8. Construct ion.  Let G = (G 1, G 2 . . . . .  G~) be a collection of  n graphs with a con- 
sistent part ial  number ing c~=(al,  a 2 . . . . .  a,,) defined. We define a collection 
g = (gl, g2 . . . . .  g,,) of  graphs. 
Method. The value of  m depends on the partial numbering ~. The fol lowing 
algor i thm constructs gl . . . .  ,g, , .  
Begin 
for i :=  1 to n do gi: = isomorph ic  opy of  Gi; 
l: =n;  
N: = largest edge-mult ipl ic ity in G l, G2 ... . .  Gn ; 
for i := l  to n do 
for each u E V(Gi) such that ai(u) is defined do begin 
/ := l+ l ;  N :=N+ 1; 
j :  - c~i (u ) ;  
let u" ~ V(gi) correspond to u~ V(Gi); 
create a new vertex x in gi; 
create N paral lel  edges xu' in gi; 
{Gj contains a vertex v with e j ( t ) )= i ,  by consistency} 
let o 'e  V(gj) correspond to v e V(Gj); 
create a new vertex y in gj; 
create N paral lel  edges yv' in gj; 
create gt with two new vertices x and y; 
create N paral lel  edges xy in g/ 
end; 
m: = l 
End;  
G1 = ~2 
g n+l = G 
* gl  = 3 
Fig. 5. 
g n+2= O 
0 
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The final value of m depends on the number of vertices numbered by a: 
1 n 
la,(v(c,))l, [] 
Construction 2.8 is illustrated by the example shown in Fig. 5. 
2.9. Theorem. Let G = (G1, G2 .. . . .  Gn), ~ = (0( l ,  (~2, " " ,  ~n), and g = (gl, g2 . . . . .  g,,,) 
be as in Construction 2.8. Then g has a consistent numbering y i f  and only i f  a has 
a consistent completion. 
Proof .  Let ce have a consistent completion ft. Each gi contains an induced subgraph 
isomorphic to Gi. To get a consistent numbering y of g, define yi(u)=fi i(u') where 
u and u' are corresponding vertices of gi and Gi, respectively. To number the rest 
of g = (gj . . . . .  gin), insert the statements Yi(X): = l; y j (y ) : -  l; y/(x): = i; y/(y): = j  in 
the appropriate places of the algorithm of Construction 2.8. y will be defined as g 
is constructed. 
Conversely, suppose that g has a consistent numbering y. Consider G i and the 
corresponding isomorphic subgraph of gi, where i_< n. If u e V(gi) and u 'e  V(Gi)  
are corresponding vertices, define fl i(u'): = y/(u). We claim that fl is an extension of 
O'. 
For consider gin. E(gm) consists of N parallel edges joining x to y. By Construc- 
tion 2.8 only 3 of gl . . . . .  g,,, have an edge of multiplicity N. Let i=y,,,(x) and 
j = y,, (y). Then gi and gj have vertices u and v numbered l, respectively, joined by 
N parallel edges to vertices u' and v', respectively. Obviously y i (u ' )= j  and 
y~(v')=i, by consistency. The corresponding vertices of G i and Gj are numbered 
accordingly. Now repeat the argument with gm l, which has N-  1 parallel edges, 
etc. So Yi and ai are equal for corresponding vertices, and fl is a consistent comple- 
tion of a. [] 
2.10. Coro l lary .  The Consistent Number ing and Subsuming 3-Hypergraph pro- 
blems are NP-complete.  
Proof .  By Corollary 2.7, Consistent Completion is NP-complete. [~ 
Construction 2.8 introduces repeated edges into g = (gl, g2 . . . . .  g,n), so that a con- 
sistent numbering y of g defines a hypergraph with repeated edges. Often one wants 
to exclude repeated edges. In this case Problem 2.2 becomes the following. 
2.11. Problem (Subsuming Simple 3-Hypergraph). Given n simple graphs 
gl, g2 .... , g,,, is there a hypergraph G subsuming them? 
We show that Problem 2.11 is also NP-complete. 
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G : @ ° s b(G) = 
Fig. 6. 
2.12. Definition. Let G be a graph with n vertices and e edges. We define the sub- 
divided graph Sub(G) with n+e vertices and 2e+(~) edges. For each vertex 
u ~ V(G) define a corresponding vertex u' in Sub(G). For each edge uv ~ E(G) create 
a new vertex x in Sub(G) and edges u'x and v'x (i.e., subdivide the edge uv). This 
gives n+c vertices in Sub(G) and 2e edges. Finally, add the (~) edges 
{u'v'  l u, v e V(G)}, i.e., the vertices corresponding to V(G) induce a complete 
subgraph. (See, for example, Fig. 6.) 
Clearly Sub(G) is always a simple graph. 
2.13. Theorem. Let Gl, G2 . . . . .  G n be n graphs, each with n -1  vertices, where 
n>_5. Let c=(~7 i el)~3 be an integer, where ei is the number o f  edges o f  G i, and 
e i < ~. Let gi = Sub(G/) fo r  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Define graphs g, + 1, g~ + 2 . . . . .  g,,,, m = n + e, 
each consisting o f  a single triangle. Then GI, G2 . . . . .  G~ has a consistent numbering 
i f  and only i f  g = (gl, g2 . . . . .  gin) has. 
Proof. First note that we can consider each gi to have m-  1 vertices, by adding 
isolated vertices if necessary. This is possible, since m = n + e >_ n + e i . The condi- 
tion ei<_e is not a restriction, since G 1 . . . . .  G n obviously cannot possibly have a 
consistent numbering if some ci>e. 
Now suppose that G 1, G 2 . . . . .  G n has a consistent numbering a = (aj, of 2 . . . . .  Ofn). 
The following algorithm defines a consistent numbering ), = (y~, Y2 . . . .  , Ym)  of g. 
Begin 
l: =n;  
for i := l  to n do 
for each pair u, u E V(Gi) such that uo e E(Gi) do begin 
let N be the number of parallel edges uv in Gs; 
j :  = ai(u); k: = oti(v); 
find corresponding vertices u', v 'e  V(gi); 
define yi(u'): =j;  7i(v'): =k ;  
{Gy contains N parallel edges wx numbered ik} 
find corresponding vertices w', x '  e V(g~); 
define yj(w'): =i;  yj(x'): =k ;  
{Gk contains N parallel edges yz numbered ij} 
find corresponding vertices y', z '  e V(gk); 
define Yk(Y ' ) :  = i; Yk(z'): =j ;  
for each parallel edge uo ~ E(Gi) do begin 
{there are N such edges} 
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l: = /+ 1; 
choose gt; {it contains a triangle abc} 
define yAa): =i; y/(b): =j;  }'t(c): =k;  
choose t~ V(g i )  corresponding to edge uv; 
choose sE V(gj) corresponding to edge wz; 
choose rE V(gk) corresponding to edge yz; 
define yi(t):=l; yj(s):=l;  yk(r):=l;  
end; 
end; 
End; 
All of g is numbered, since G1, G2 ... . .  G,, contain 3e-  ~ ei edges in total, and 
the e graphs gn+l, gn+2,'",gn each contain one triangle, y is always kept 
consistent. 
Conversely, let y be a consistent numbering of g. Each gi, i :  1, 2, . . . ,  n, contains 
n -  1 vertices of degree three or more, since n_> 5, and ei vertices of degree two. 
Graphs gn+~ ... . .  g,,, contain only vertices of degree two, and there are 3e= ~e i of 
them. Since 7 is consistent, all vertices of g~, ... ,gn of degree three or more must be 
numbered from 1 up to n. This defines a consistent numbering of 
GI, G2 . . . . .  G n . [] 
2.14. Corollary. The Subsuming Simple 3-Hypergraph problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.10, the Subsuming 3-Hypergraph problem is NP-complete. 
by Theorem 2.13, G~, G 2 . . . . .  G n has a consistent numbering (i.e., subsuming 
hypergraph) if ~md only if the corresponding simple graphs gl, g2 . . . . .  gm have a 
consistent numbering. So Subsuming Simple 3-Hypergraph is NP-complete. [] 
3. Degree sequences 
If G is a graph and u e V(G), then the degree of u is deg(u), the number 
of edges containing u. The degree sequence of G is the multiset DegSeq(G)= 
{deg(u) I u e V(G)}, a partition of the number 21E(G)I. 
If we now form the subsumed 1-hypergraphs G1, G 2 . . . . .  Gn ,  then each G i is just 
the set of vertices joined to vertex i. IGi] =deg(i). So the problem for graphs 
equivalent o 2.2, Subsuming 3-Hypergraph, is: Given integers dl, d2 .. . . .  d~, is 
there a graph G with DegSeq(G) ={dl, d2 ... . .  d.}? It is well known [7] that such a 
G exists if and only if ~ d i is even and 2dl - Y.y= l di, where d I is the largest degree. 
It is also very easy to construct such a G whenever the conditions are satisfied. 
If we add the restriction that G be a simple graph, then the problem is solved by 
the Erd6s-Gallai conditions [3]: 
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d i is even, 
k i1 
F, d i<-k (k -1 )+ Y~ min(k, di), k=l ,2  ..... n. 
i= l  i=k+l  
Once again, it is easy to construct such a G whenever the conditions are satisfied 
[5]. 
If now G is a hypergraph and u ~ V(G), then deg(u), the number of edges contain- 
ing u, is the number of edges of the subsumed graph G,. Given integers 
dl, &t2 .. . .  6/n, is there a hypergraph G with DegSeq(G)= {6/1, d2 . . . .  6/n}? If G is al- 
lowed to have repeated edges, a simple construction will find such a G if one exists. 
The conditions are [1,7]: 
didO (mod 3), and 
3dl--- ~ d i, where d I is the largest degree. 
i 1 
But if we add the condition that G be simple, no necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions or construction to produce such a G is known. Possibly this problem is NP- 
complete. We have not been able to settle it. We state it as Problem 3.1. 
3.1. Problem (simple 3-Hypergraph Degree Sequence). Given d= (dl, d2 . . . . .  dn) , is 
d the degree sequence of a simple 3-hypergraph G? 
The degree sequence of a hypergraph G is the sequence el, E2, ...,En of the 
numbers of edges of the subsumed graphs G i. If instead of ei, we are given the 
isomorphism type of each G i, Corollary 2.10 shows that the Subsuming 
3-Hypergraph problem is NP-complete, even though G is allowed to have multiple 
edges. Intermediate between these two problems are the following. 
3.2. Problem (Subsumed Graphs' Degree Sequences). Given DegSeq(gi), 
i= 1, 2, . . . ,n, the degree sequences of n graphs gl, g2 . . . .  ,gn, is there a hypergraph 
G such that the subsumed graphs Gl, G2 . . . . .  G n satisfy DegSeq(Gi)= DegSeq(gi), 
for i= 1, 2 . . . . .  n? 
3.3. Problem (Simple Subsumed Graphs' Degree Sequences). Given DegSeq(gi), 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, the degree sequences of n simple graphs g~, g2 . . . . .  gn, is there a sim- 
ple hypergraph G such that the subsumed graphs GI, G 2 ... .  ,G n satisfy 
DegSeq(Gi) = DegSeq(gi), for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n? 
We prove 3.2 and 3.3 NP-complete, using a construction based on partial Steiner 
triple systems. 
A Steiner triple system of order n, STS(n), is a 3-hypergraph G with n vertices 
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in which every pair uv of vertices is contained in exactly one edge of G (or block: 
it is usual to call the edges of a STS blocks and the vertices points). Steiner triple 
systems can be characterized by their subsumed graphs G1, G2 . . . . .  G n. Each G i 
consists of exactly (n -  1)/2 independent edges. Each Gi is also characterized by its 
degree sequence: DegSeq(Gi)= {1" '}, i.e., n -1  degrees equal to 1. It is well- 
known [6] that an STS(n) exists if and only if n=- 1 or 3 (rood 6). 
A partial Steiner triple system of order n, PSTS(n), is a hypergraph G in which 
each pair uv of points is contained in at most one block. 
3.4. Problem (Partial STS Completion). Let S be a PSTS(n), where n-= 1 or 3 (mod 
6). Is S contained in a STS(n)? 
Problem 3.4 is proved NP-complete in Colbourn [2]. If 3.4 is viewed in terms of 
subsumed graphs, it becomes a special case of 2.5, Consistent Completion. Each Si 
is isomorphic to (n -  1)/2 independent edges. The PSTS(n) corresponds to a consis- 
tent partial numbering c~ of the Si. A consistent completion of ~ defines the re- 
quired STS(n). 
So the NP-completeness of 3.4 can be used to prove Consistent Completion NP- 
complete. In Section 2 we gave a different proof, using Construction 2.4, which is 
a direct transformation from the 'standard' problem of 3D-Matching. The proof [2] 
of the NP-completeness of 3.4 is quite roundabout, requiring several intermediate 
transformations. Perhaps some construction based on 2.5 can be used to give a 
simpler proof of the NP-completeness of 3.4. 
3.5. Construction. Let S be a PSTS(n), where n = 1 or 3 (mod 6), containing l
blocks. We construct degree sequences DegSeq(gi), 1 ___i_< n + 3l. 
Method. Let the blocks of S be B~ ... . .  B l, and order each block 
Bi = {xil <xi2 <xi3 }. Perform the following algorithm. 
Begin 
S ' :=0;  C := l  
for i: = 1 to l do 
fo r j := l  to3  do 
begin 
C :=C+I ;  
S': = S' U C copies of (B i -  {xij} U {n + C-  1 }) 
end; 
for i := l  to n+3ldo  
DegSeq(gi) = DegSeq(ST) 
fo r i := l  to n do 
change all zeroes in DegSeq(gi) to ones 
End; 
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3.6. Theorem. Let S and DegSeq(gi) be as in Construction 3.5. Then S has a com- 
pletion to a STS(n) i f  and only i f  there exists a hypergraph G whose subsumed 
graphs Gi (1 _< i_< n + 3/) satisfy DegSeq(Gi) = DegSeq (gi). 
Proof. First suppose that S can be completed to a STS(n), T. Then it is easy to see 
that the hypergraph G=S'U(T -S)  subsumes graphs with the desired degree 
sequences. 
The converse is more difficult. Suppose that a hypergraph G subsumes the given 
DegSeq(gi), l <_i<_n+ 3l. For n+ l <_i<_n+ 3l, 
DegSeq(gi)=(i+ 1, i+ 1, 0 . . . . .  0). 
For l <_i<_n, 
DegSeq(gi) =(a, a, b, b . . . . .  z, z, 1 . . . . .  1), 
where a, b . . . . .  z are distinct integers exceeding 1. Also, any integer j, 2_<j_< 3/+ 1, 
occurs in precisely 3 degree sequences, twice in each; namely, in DegSeq(g,,+j_ 1) 
and in two DegSeq(gi), l<_i<_n. 
We construct a completion T of  S by means of  the following algorithm. 
Begin 
for each block B of  G do 
if B occurs more than once in G then 
delete all occurrences of  B from G 
T:=SUG 
End; 
To prove this algorithm is correct, we first show that the DegSeq(gi), 1 _ i<_n + 3l, 
imply a consistent partial numbering of  graphs gi. We determine this partial 
numbering by the following algorithm. 
Begin 
C: =3•+ 1; 
for i: = 1 to n do 
gi = empty  graph;  
let i1:= the degree sequence which contains C and C-  1; 
let i2: =the  degree sequence which contains C and C-2 ;  
let i3: = the degree sequence which contains C -1  and C-2 ;  
gi, : = gi, U edge xy of  multiplicity C; 
define ai, (x): = n + c -  1; 
def ine  •i, (Y): = i3 ; 
giL : = gi, U edge uv of  multiplicity C -  1 ; 
define ai, (u): = n + c -  2; 
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define ai, (v): = i2; 
gi2: : gi2 [') edge xy of multiplicity C; 
define ai2 (x): = n + c -  1; 
define ai2 (Y): = il ; 
gi2 : = gi2 (-J edge uv of multiplicity C -  2; 
define ~i2 (u): = n + c -  3; 
define ~i~ (v): = i 3 ; 
gi~ := gi3 [') edge xy of multiplicity C -  1; 
define ~i3 (X ) :  : n + c - 2; 
define a!,3 (y): -- il ; 
gi3 : = g6 ('J edge uv of multiplicity C -  2; 
define ai~ (u): = n + c -  3; 
define ai~ (v): = i2; 
gn +,.- J : = gn + c- 10 edge xy of multiplicity C; 
define an+c-1 (x): = il; 
define an+c- l (Y): = i2; 
gn+c-2: =gn+c_zUedge xy of  multiplicity C -1 ;  
define an+~-2(x): = il; 
define an+c_z(y):  = i 3 ; 
gn+c-3: =gn+,. 30  edge xy of multiplicity C -2 ;  
define an+,. 3(x): =i2; 
define an+c-3(Y): = i3; 
C :=C-3 ;  
End; 
It is not difficult to see that this partial numbering is the only one compatible with 
the given degree sequences. Now, the unnumbered vertices in the gi 's  will consist 
of  the endpoints of  disjoint edges of  multiplicity one. A consistent completion of 
this numbering is precisely the completion of  the original PSTS. 
3.7. Corollary. The Subsumed Graphs '  Degree Sequences prob lem is NP-complete .  
Proof. The problem is clearly in NP, as one can compute the degree sequences of 
the subsumed graphs of  a hypergraph in polynomial time. The polynomial transfor- 
mation from completion of  partial Steiner triple systems to this problem proves NP- 
completeness. [] 
We prove Problem 3.3 NP-complete using the subdivided graphs Sub(G) of  2.12. 
Let G have n vertices and e edges. Let DegSeq(G)= {dj, d2 . . . . .  dn} =d.  The degree 
sequence of Sub(G) is obviously {all + n - 1, d2 + n - 1 . . . . .  dn+ n -  1, 2, 2 . . . . .  2}, 
where the number of  twos is e. We denote this sequence by Sub(d). 
3.8. Lemma. Let  d= {d 1, d 2 . . . . .  dn} be a mult iset o f  n non-negat ive integers, where 
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n > 4. There is a graph with degree sequence d if  and only if  there is a simple graph 
with degree sequence Sub(d). 
Proof. If DegSeq(G) = d, it is obvious that Sub(G) is a simple graph with degree se- 
quence Sub(d). 
Conversely, suppose that g is a simple graph with DegSeq(g)=Sub(d). Let 
( e= ~.i~J di)/2. Since n_>4, g has n vertices of degree three or more, and e vertices 
of degree two. Let X be the set of vertices of degree two, and let Y= V(g) - X. Since 
each u e X has degree two, at most 2e edges can have one end in X and one in Y. 
The total number of edges in g is 2e+(~). Y has n vertices, which can induce at 
most a complete graph with (~) edges, since g is simple. So at least 2e edges must 
have one end in Y and one in X. It follows that Y does induce a complete graph 
and that g= Sub(G) for a graph G with degree sequence d. [] 
3.9. Theorem. The Simple Subsumed Graphs' Degree Sequences problem is NP- 
complete. 
Proof. Let DegSeq(Gi), i= 1, 2 ..... n, be the degree sequences of n graphs 
G1, G2 .... ,Gn, where n>_5. Define gi=Sub(G/), for i= 1, 2 .... ,n, and 
g,~+l, gn+2 .. . . .  gin, each consisting of a triangle, as in Theorem 2.13, where 
m---n + e, 3e = ~=~ el, and ei is the number of edges of G i. Then DegSeq(gi), 
i = 1, 2 .... , m, are the degree sequences of m simple graphs. If we can determine in 
polynomial time whether there is a simple hypergraph subsuming these degree se- 
quences, then by Lemma 3.8 we can also determine whether there is a hypergraph 
with subsumed egree sequences DegSeq(Gi), i= 1, 2 ..... n. But this problem is 
NP-complete, by Corollary 3.7. So the Simple Subsumed Graphs' Degree Sequences 
problem is also NP-complete. [] 
Notice that Problem 3.3 was proved NP-complete by a polynomial reduction 
from Problem 3.2: if we can find a simple hypergraph, then we can find a 
hypergraph with a given degree sequence. We have been unable to find the opposite 
polynomial reduction: if we can find a hypergraph, then we can find a simple 
hypergraph with a given degree sequence. 
Similarly, we have been unable to find a polynomial algorithm solving Problem 
3.1 or to prove it NP-complete. Yet when the constraint of simplicity is omitted, 
a very simple polynomial algorithm will solve it. 
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